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Introduction
•How do humans understand spatial language? Example:
–The circle (located object, LO) is above the rectangle (refer-
ence object, RO).
•Two conflicting views:
–Attentional Vector Sum model (AVS, Regier & Carlson, 2001,
see below): attention shifts from the RO to the LO (inspired
from Logan & Sadler, 1996)
–visual world paradigm findings (Burigo & Knoeferle, 2015;
Chambers et al., 2002): attention shifts from the LO to the RO
(in the order the objects are mentioned; further evidence: Roth
& Franconeri, 2012)
• In what order are the two objects attended?
•To integrate the visual world findings (Burigo & Knoeferle, 2015)
in the AVS model, this work proposes a modified version of the
AVS model with a reversed attentional shift from the LO to the
RO (the rAVS model, see below).
AVS model (Regier & Carlson, 2001)
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(1) Attention is focused on top of the RO and decays exponentially.
(2) At every point i of the RO a vector is rooted, pointing to the LO
and weighted by the amount of attention at that point i.
(3) All vectors are summed.
(4) The vector sum is compared with upright vertical (in the case of
above): the higher the deviation α, the lower the final rating.
rAVS model (proposed model)
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(1) Compute relative distance between LO and proximal point on
the RO (relative: considering width and height of the RO).
(2) One vector points from the LO to the RO. The end point of the
vector always lies on the drawn line that connects the proximal
point P with the center-of-mass of the RO (C). Great relative dis-
tance: vector points more toward C; low relative distance: vector
points more toward P.
(3) Deviation α from canonical downwards is computed: The higher
the deviation, the lower the rating (as in the AVS model).
•no vector sum (because LO consists of only one point)
•attentional distribution is computationally irrelevant
Method
•Both models compute acceptability ratings given a RO, a LO and
a spatial preposition.
•We fitted both models to empirical ratings (all seven experiments
from Regier & Carlson, 2001; see box Data below) with the sim-
ple hold-out method (SHO, Schultheis et al., 2013). SHO con-
trols for the complexity of the models.
•Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as error measure:
RMSE =
√
1
n
∑n
i (datai −modelOuti)2
• lower RMSE→ better model:
–best possible RMSE = 0 (model and data are exactly the same)
–worst possible RMSE = 9 (model and data are maximally dif-
ferent)
Data (example)
example; complete data
set contains 10 ROs and
337 LOs (see Regier &
Carlson, 2001)
(Image Source: Regier &
Carlson, 2001, p. 287)
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(error bars depict 95% confidence intervals
computed with 100,000 bootstrap samples)
Discussion
•Both models account equally well for the data.
→Simulations support both directionalities of the attentional shift.
• rAVS is computationally less complex:
–single vector instead of vector sum (due to simplification of the
LO as in the AVS model)
–attentional distribution is computationally irrelevant
•Models predict differences for particular configurations:
–AVS’ predictions are hard to grasp (due to its flexibility).
–PSP analysis (Pitt et al., 2006) confirms that rAVS is less flexi-
ble than AVS and leads to precise predictions.
→Next steps: conduct an experiment to contrast (distinct predic-
tions of) the two models.
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